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PACmen
A report from Public Citizen's Congress Watch, the consumer
advocacy group founded by Ralph Nader, has confirmed what
the jaded observer might suspect—that business dollars mean
anti-consumer votes on Capitol Hill. The Washington-based
organization lists how much each member of Congress received
from business political action committees (PACs) during his or
her most recent campaign. It also grades the senators and
representatives on the basis of key votes last year in the areas of
consumer protection, government reform, federal subsidies,
energy, the environment arid tax reform. The correlation is not,
as they say, scientific, but in general the lower a legislator's
Public Citizen rating, the greater has been the business PACs'
largess.
In the Senate, business PAC contributions have roughly
doubled with each election. Senators elected in 1976 received an
average of $50,000 during their election campaigns; those elected
in 1978 got $130,000; and those elected in 1980 got $235,000.
(During those years, the average Public Citizen score for senators
dropped from 40 to 34 to 31.) The more than $28 million that
business PACs contributed to successful congressional and
senatorial candidates in 1980 was about twice as much as all
other organizations gave.
And now let's open the envelopes. The moral winner in the
Senate is Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), with a Public Citizen
rating of 83. His counterparts in the House, Bill Brodhead
(D-Mich.) and Gerry Studds (D-Mass.), both got a 97. But the
biggest prizes have already gone to Sen. Charles Grassley
(R-Iowa) and House Majority Leader Jim Wright (D-Texas),
whose respective campaigns benefited from $617,000 and
$258,000 in business PAC money. (Grassley scored a 23, Wright
a 27.) Studds, on the other hand, got only $1,000 from business
PACs—no initiative, that guy.

Ha ha ha
A military board of inquiry, reports the Los Angeles Times (via
PNS), has recommended the discharge of an officer who
complained of "practical jokes" among members of his Titan
missile unit. According to his attorney, Captain James Kanak
was so concerned about the level of horseplay that he feared he
might hesitate before following an order to "push the button."
In a complaint to his superiors, Kanak said he had witnessed "a
considerable degree of frivolity, games-playing, practical joking
and hazing." He was told, he said, that this was a "common
and accepted component of missile crew duty."

Control remote?
Last month, reports Tonice Sgrignoli of the Philadelphia
Reproductive Rights Organization, Pennsylvania Gov. Dick
Thornburgh surprised everyone by vetoing a so-called Abortion
Control .Act. The governor, whose personal opposition to
abortion is well-known, had received 13,000 pro-veto messages in
eight days—the result of grassroots work by an informal
coalition of women Vrights and religious groups, health clinics
and community organizations. The Act, as passed in one hectic
week by the state house and senate, asserted that a fetus is a
human being from the moment of conception and thus is
entitled to legal rights. Typical provisions of the Act would have
allowed public hospitals to perform abortions only in
"emergency" situations and would have limited Medicaid
coverage of abortions to cases of endangered life, rape and
incest.
But even as he signed the veto, Gov. Thornburgh invited the
general assembly to collaborate with him on drafting a more
moderate anti-abortion bill. Those favoring reproductive rights
are worried, says Sgrignoli, about the lack of union participation
in Pennsylvania's legislative battle over abortions (the
international Ladies' Garment Workers' Union being a
prominent exception).

Add'l info
A paradox: While the Reagan administration goes about
trimming the fat from the social flank of the budget, reports the
Wall Street Journal, the Agriculture Department has hindered
the populace from taking off a few pounds. The agency has
canceled plans to publish a second edition of a diet pamphlet
that seven million Americans gobbled up in its original edition.
"The government shouldn't be publishing advice on how to lose
weight," commented an Agriculture official. Not even the truly
fatty?...A step back: A law just signed by President Reagan
gives the Pentagon the right to cross-check its files with the IRS
and Social Security to find out who hasn't registered for the
draft....But that issue may be moot: According to the Denver
Post (via. PNS), the commander of American forces in Europe
has testified to the Senate Armed Services Committee that even
if the U.S. began drafting soldiers at the outbreak of a European
conflict, the Army would run out of trained soldiers "before the
draft can take over and send me a steady stream of
replacements."
—Josh Kornbluth

Staff members of Citizens for a United Austin celebrate the city's rejection of the anti-gay ordinance.

Though Austin rejects housing referendum,
gays are still worried about future measures
AUSTIN, TX—Should landlords tended to sodomites." But Citibe allowed, even permitted to zens for a United Austin
discriminate against gays by re- (CUA), which fought the ordinance, thought the issue involved
fusing them housing?
It was a question that much more than that.
"When we start singling out
wouldn't have surprised too
many people had it arisen in, groups of people to discriminate
say, conservative Dallas, or against, who's next?" asked
any one of the fundamentalist Robb Southerland, CUA's
small towns that pepper the chairman."Next might have
Texas countryside. But it sur- been the Jews, or Catholics or
faced instead in Austin, which blacks or browns. It'was a total
anti-human-rights ordinance. If
did throw a lot of folks.'
Austin, a picturesque town of this one wasn't unconstitu346,000 in Texas' rocky hill tional, then we need to burn the
country, is generally thought of Constitution."
The CUA also conducted its
as the most progressive of the
state's bigger cities. It is the fight in ads. One such ad said:
state capital and the home of "If you "try to buy a home, if
the state's largest college, the your children try to rent an
University of Texas. A good apartment, the landlord will
number of its City Council have the right to pry into your
members are considered moder- personal life. Do you want
ate-to-liberal and its delegates someone asking about your
to the legislature are regarded as children's sexual preference? Or
renegades in a hotbed of throw- yours? It would be legal."
back conservatism. The median
Austinites agreed with Citizens for a United Austin, saying
age is young.
So it was something of a "no" to the measure in a turnshock that Jan. 16 found Austin out described as heavy by elecresidents voting "on a citywide tion officials. A city councilman
referendum on whether it "shall then predicted Council members
not be unlawful to deny housing will pass the Human Rights
on the basis of sexual orienta- Committee's anti-discrimination
tion." Though the issue was ordinance. But for some Austin
soundly defeated, by a vote of gays, the referendum's outcome
36;000 to 21,000, the aftermath was far from settling.
"There are two ways of lookof the campaign still has gays
ing at this," said one gay man
worried.
The ordinance was petitioned who asked not to be identified.
onto the ballot by a homegrown "Sure, 36,000 people voted not
Moral Majority-style group, to discriminate against us. But
Austin Citizens for Decency on the other hand, 21,000 voted
(ACD), after the city's Human to-deny us our rights.
"We thought that we were
Relations Committee proposed
an ordinance protecting minor- safe in Austin, that this was one
ity groups—the elderly, racial of the last places we'd have to
minorities and gays—against fight for our rights. If this can
happen here, what'll happen if
housing discrimination.
In one television interview, the ordinance comes up in some
ACD chairman Dr. Steven place like Salt Lake City? Or Des
Hotze outlined his objections to Moines?"
—Wade Roberts
gays. They are interested in expanding their political base, he
said, much as any minority
group. But while ethnic minorities increase their numbers by
procreation, gays cannot, Hotze
said. "So, they turn to recruiting. And where do they recruit? WASHINGTON—For the first time
in 30 years, the U.S. government
In the schools."
According to the ACD, which may well succeed in a basic reorchampioned its discrimination ganization of immigration policy
ordinance in a flurry of radio, aimed at restricting the flow of
television and newspaper ads, Mexicans and other Hispanics
the issue came down to whether across the border. .
Alan K. Sirnpson, the Wyom"special privileges should be ex-

U.S. to scrap
welcome mat
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ing Republican who chairs the
Senate Subcommittee on Immigration, is drafting legislation
that should be introduced later
this month or in early February.
This legislation would seek to
limit the number of illegal immigrants, mostly Mexican, through
a new enforcement program that
relies less on the border patrol
than it does on a new system of
worker identification and employer sanctions.
The legislation will aim to
quell the flood of immigrants by
removing the twin "magnets" of
jobs and social welfare programs, thereby choking off incentive to come here. The bill
will be far more comprehensive
than other proposals, including
those offered last summer by
President Reagan.
Proponents of a more restrictive immigration policy believe
that if Simpson moves quickly,
he can push the bill through his
subcommittee and into the full
Judiciary Committee, where
chairman Strom Thurmond (RS.C.) will be an important ally.
Passage on the Senate floor
would then be virtually assured.
Rep. Romano L. Mazzoli (DKy.), chairman of the House Immigration Subcommittee, is regarded by restrictionists as a pliant partner, their only fear being
that something in the legislation
could rouse the opposition of
House Judiciary Committee
chairman Peter Rodino (D-N.J.).
Time is of the essence since
many politicians are anxious to
avoid the volatile subject of immigration during election campaigns. Action must be completed by mid-sprjng at the latest.
~The Simpson legislation itself
is but the tip of an iceberg. Proponents of restrictive immigration policies think that at long
last they have nailed together a
workable coalition across the
political spectrum—from the
NAACP, to environmentalists,
to organized labor, to the New
Right. Moreover, they believe
that opposing groups, such as
the American Civil Liberties Union, Hispanic and other immigrant rights' organizations, are
ill-prepared to block a blitzkrieg.
The Simpson bill is expected
to contain several elements:
• A system of worker identification, to be phased in gradual-
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Original articles, news clip?:, memos, press releases, reports,
anecdotes—send them all to "In Short," c/o In These Times,
1509 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60622. Please include
your address and phone number.
Iy. At first it would require as ing senator may well opt for that
alien to present two standard approach.
The immigration issue is tricky
pieces of identification —driver's
license, military ID, voter regi- politics for the Reagan administration card, etc. — along with stration. Shifting the focus of
an affidavit before getting a job. immigration policy from the
Eventually, this system would fee White House to Congress, where
replaced by a non-destructible Simpson can carry the battle and
card or number that could be take the heat, may also shift
checked against a central com- pressure away from the White
puter, much like a credit card.
House and sidestep collisions be• Employer sanctions, most tween competing forces in the
likely including a series of esca- administration.
lating fines against employers
©Pacific News Service
who do not check the legality of
—James Ridgeway
prospective alien employees, ar»€;
who repeatedly employ illegal
immigrant labor.
• A ceiling of about 400,000
on total legal immigration, excluding refugees. (In 1978, the
U.S. recorded about 600,000 IsOn Jan. 14, exiled South Afrigal immigrants.) Refugee mat- can poet Dennis Brutus gained a
ters would continue to fail under temporary postponement of the
existing separate legislation ^
Justice Department's deportaed in 1980.
tion proceedings against him
j * Amnesty or some ether fsrrr. when his lawyer unexpectedly
1 of "legalization" for illegal announced that Brutus would
aliens already in the U.S. This :s seek political asylum here.
a complicated, issue for cor-servaJudge Irving Schwartz of the
| tives, who -wciri stand for a Immigration and Naturalization
I measure that appears to reward Service gave Brutus 20 days to
I illegality. Thus, Sampson will in- apply to the State Department
j sist that enforcement provisions for asylum. The judge said the
be in place before amnesty :s INS case will not reconvene until
granted. Amnesty may require State issues an advisory on that
| concrete cviclenc.fi of £ job sad application. This process nori some standing in "he commun- mally takes 30 days.
ity. It could require z U.S. sponWhen he ruled at a November
sor.
hearing that Brutus was "deport• Reform of political asylum able" for a technical violation of
procedures, under which those his work permit, Judge Schwartz
requesting asylum would bring listed political asylum as one of
their case to a specially trained four possible routes still open to
federal officer. Appeals could be the poet—the other three being
made to the attorney general. an INS extension of his visitor's
This procedure would do away status, voluntary departure and
with the quagmire of bureaucra- deportation. Brutus, who held
cy through which an asylum plea distinguished-visitor status in the
must now make its way.
U.S. before the deportation or• Though it is not yet clear der, remains an outspoken opwhat Simpson's position on ponent of South Africa's aparguest workers will be, Reagan theid regime.
wants a trial program, as does
Brutus' supporters suspect
big agriculture, and the Wyom- that the attempt to deport him
Faced with deportation, Brutus changed tactics.

stems from the Reagan administration's move toward greater
cooperation with Johannesburg.
According to Inside BOSS, & recent expose of the South African
secret police by.one of its own
agents, the South African government considers Brutus one of
its major enemies.
Attorney Arthur Scrota, coordinator of the Western Massachusetts Dennis Brutus Defense

fore the Court, disagreed with
Burger's logic. "The ordinance
is a minor infringement on protective rights," she said. "But
that infringement is more than
offset by the importance of people's interest in the electoral process."
Justice White,'in his dissenting
opinion, followed the same line
of reasoning. "Staggering disparities have developed between

four months, came despite a
Dec. 14 concession offer by the
nine unions at the brewery.
Smith also reneged on a promise
to visit Peoria Heights before
deciding the plant's fate. State
and local officials, along with
local utilities, had hinted that
they might keep the plant open.
"Pabst would never tell the
unions what it wanted," said
Jack Yancick, a Firemen & Oil-

Brutus seeks
asylum in U.S.

Pabst, ignoring a concession offer
the plug.
Committee, says that defense
committees in Chicago, Seattle,
Minneapolis, Amherst, Springfield, Mass., and Northeastern
University in Boston have gathered about 10,000 signatures on
petitions to the INS backing
Brutus' request for permanentresident status. Statements of
support have come from two
dozen legislators, including the
full membership of the Congressional Black Caucus and senators Paul Tsongas (D-Mass.) and
Charles Percy (R-I1L).
"We can understand why the
government of South Africa has
deported Dennis for his work
against apartheid," Serota says,
"but we can't let the U.S. government do the same thing."
—Gary Michael Tartakov

Court hits the
$250 ceiling
In a recent ruling the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a
Berkeley, Calif., ordinance that
applied a $250 ceiling to individual and corporate contributions
to committees involved in ballot
measure campaigns ("In Short,"
Nov. 18, 1981). The ruling also
invalidated campaign contribution limitation laws in Florida
and Massachusetts.
The Court's basic argument,
with only Justice Byron White
dissenting, was that the Berkeley
ordinance violated First Amendment guarantees of freedom of
speech and freedom of assembly.
"The Court has long viewed the
First Amendment as protecting a
marketplace for the clash of different views and conflicting
ideas," wrote Chief Justice Warren Burger. "That concept has
been stated and restated almost
since the Constitution was drafted. The voters of the city of Berkeley adopted the challenged ordinance, which places restraints
on that marketplace."
Berkeley city attorney Natalie
West, who argued the case be-

by all nine unions at its profitable Peoria plant, abruptly pulled
spending for and against various
ballot measures," he wrote.
"Recognition that enormous
contributions from a few institutional sources can overshadow
the efforts of individuals may
have discouraged participation
in ballot measure campaigns and
undermined public confidence in
the referendum process."
"Perhaps," White concluded,
"neither the city of Berkeley nor
the state of California can prove
that elections have been or can
be unfairly won by special-interest groups spending large sums
of money, but there is a widespread conviction in legislative
halls, as well as among citizens,
that the danger is real. I regret
that the Court continues to disregard that hazard."
A 1976 Supreme Court ruling
(Buckley v. Valeo) said that limitations on contributions to candidates and their committees
were constitutional. The reasoning was that large contributions
to officeseekers create the possibility of corruption. But the
Court did not see a similar potential for abuse in ballot measure campaigns.
—Clifford Fred

Brewery goes
down the drain
PEORIA, iL—li was a grim New
Year's Eve for about 800 employees of Pabst Brewing Co.
That day, the nation's fourthlargest brewer announced the
closing of its profitable Peoria
Heights operation.
Pabst is capable of producing
more than nine million barrels
per year at its breweries in Milwaukee and Peoria Heights, located 227 miles apart. But this
year—with sales down 10 percent and the company expected
to finish with its first loss in 23
years—only about 6 million barrels of beer will be sold.
The decision by William F.
Smith Jr., Pabst's president of
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ers business agent who was the
most vociferous of union leaders at the plant. "I think [the
decision] was predetermined."
That the company didn't
bother to respond to the concession offer stirred anger from the
leadership of organized labor to
the rank and file. "Pabst should
have responded to the proposals
instead of breaking the news like
they did," said Michael R. Miller, veteran leader of the AFLCIO central body in Peoria.
Thirteen-year brewery worker
Paul Hatfield said.: "My thinking went in stages. First I felt
bad' because there are no jobs.
Second I felt hatred because
Pabst wouldn't give us a chance.
And then I was so angry I was
ready to start a Pabst boycott in
Illinois." Talk of a boycott, usually reserved for the likes of
Coors, is spreading.
Peoria Heights plant manager
Bob Tiemann, visibly shaken at
the New Year's Eve press conference, said he was "very sad"
about the decision and admitted
that he wasn't privy to discussions at Pabst's Milwaukee headquarters. Tiemann's five years in
Peoria Heights were highlighted
by an enormous increase in productivity that made the operation the most efficent among the
company's five breweries during
the last seven months of 1981.
The closing will waste a threeyear, $5 million upgrading of the
47-year-old plant—which included the installation of a computerized production line simulation system to decrease down
time. "Christ, what a waste,"
said a Peoria industrial engineer.
That feeling was shared by
J.R. Andres, Pabst vice president for industrial relations, who
told union leaders at a December
meeting: "Our problems have
not been caused by any man in
this room or by any people who
are represented by people in this
room. The problem has been in
top management, particularly in
marketing and sales."
—Kevin R. Bronson

